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Letter 399
This Free Help Comes At A Bit Of A Cost
2015-10-02
Dear Dan,
Wednesday 30 September 2015 6AM.
I have been praying to Jesus for a number of years now about the lack of maintenance for
the three bedroom rambler where (M) and I live. It is situated on a wooded lot, with many
Hir trees close to the house. Every year we have wind storms that come through the valley,
and as one might guess, the wind shakes loose a lot of Hir needles and branches that fall on
the roof of my house.
I used to get on the roof myself each year and clean, which got a lot easier when we had a
new steel roof installed in 1997. But after the start of 2010, and then into 2011 when my
physical condition deteriorated, I stopped doing any roof work at all.
This, combined with my third shift schedule and the depression that came from my Hight
with Satan pretty much stopped all house maintenance.
But this last summer I started to reach out for help to (REDACTED).
While I was working last night my arms started to get sore the way they do when I am
Highting in the spirit, and I looked at angel Gabriel and asked him if this by any chance was
due to what I called “the Roman Catholic Effect”. He conHirmed my query in the afHirmative.
And later on my lower torso started to burn, to which Gabriel started to say that he didn’t
think that Satan’s resources in the Catholic organization were going to attack as soon as
they did. A little later he indicated that since they were attacking, we could now opt to
activate the Kingdom “Hot Pursuit Protocols” (HPP). This of course was the Lord’s
objective.
I asked Gabriel whether there was a “shelf life” to activating the HPPs, and he said, “No, as
long as we avail ourselves to the task before the end of the year.” Then he said, while I was
mentally reviewing the list of military objectives we have yet to deal with, that “we have
plenty of time”.
Friday 2 October 2015 6AM.
Thursday I received a call from (REDACTED). They are going to come to the house and clean
the yard in a little over a week. This and the roof cleaning are answers to my prayers of
many years. But the free yard work is coming at a bit of a cost.
Last night at work we were attacked again from the Vatican. This was an assault of
witchcraft, beginning with depression. But when I asked Gabriel, he said that all I needed to
do was to ignore the attack, and it would just go away. He was right, and I did not succumb
to depression or fatigue at all for the rest of the work shift. And as I write this memo I feel
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pretty dam good, in relative terms.
I will have more to say about this in about a week.
P. S. In the early days of my getting to know angel Gabe, he would tell me that for the decade
before my birth, October 1948 through October 1958, he was stationed at the Vatican. We
have yet to discuss exactly what he was doing there.
Blessings...
R. C. Theophilus
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